
EYFS Spring 2: Superheroes!

Do you need to be brave to be a
Superhero?

Bravery Perseverance
Fear

Maths
-Building 9 and 10
-Representing and sorting 9 and
10
-Ordering numerals
-Composition of 9 and 10
-Comparing numbers within 10
-Exploring number bonds to 10
-Identifying and describing 3D
shapes
-Exploring patterns (Including
movements, shapes and colours)

Reading
-Sharing Superhero stories like
Supertato and Superworm and
discussing the characters,
settings and events
-Learning to retell the Easter
story using Talk for Writing and
creating our own story maps
-Learning to read and write our
Set 2 Speed Sounds in Phonics

Writing
-Practicing forming our

sounds in Phonics,
focussing on pencil control

and letter formation
-Writing labels for

superheroes
-Writing ‘incident forms’
in the Superhero Rescue

Centre
-Writing CVC words and
simple sentences in our

Writing books

Understanding the World
-Exploring the names of different
superheros and their special powers
-Discussing what the word ‘superhero’ really
means and where we might see real life
superheroes
-RE: Exploring the concept of ‘Salvation’
and asking the question ‘Why do Christians
put a cross in an Easter garden?

Expressive Arts and Design
-Mixing ingredients to create our own
saltdough superheroes
-Developing stories with our friends in our
Superhero Rescue Centre
-Creating our own superhero masks to act out
imaginative stories
-Easter crafts

Communication and Language
-Listening to and joining in with rhymes
and stories
-Enjoying acting out imaginative stories
and real life scenarios with our friends
-Developing our attention and
concentration skills

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
-Sharing our ‘lockdown news’ with our friends
and building on positive relationships with our
friends and adults
-Developing more confidence to explain our
knowledge and understanding and develop our
questioning skills
-Think about and discuss what we like about
ourselves and our abilitiesPhysical

Development
-Developing our
skills in dressing
independently and
changing into
superhero costumes
-Developing our
threading skills to
save the
superheros!
-Manipulating play
dough to form
different 3D shapes


